
LAMINATE FLOORING
1. Product introduction

Laminate flooring is the most popular flooring in the market because of

its largest capacity and affordable price. Laminate flooring is easy

maintenance, no complicated daily cleaning requirement, and it can be

replaced quickly when it is damage or old style. Let’s show you how our

laminate flooring are made up, or bring you to learn about the structure of

the laminate flooring. It is very important to stress that not all the

laminate floors are the exact same quality. But our products are surely the

top one.

Product

Structure

1). Over layer:

It is aluminum oxide, anti-scratch wear-resistant paper, to protect the

flooring surface without big or deep scratches and water not penetrating



into the flooring. There is AC1-AC5 five class quality difference.

2) .Decorative paper:

It mainly decides the color or the design of the laminate flooring, which is

makes the laminate floors looking great! the most important factor which

could abstract the consumer’s eyes. makes a laminate floor look great

3) . Substrate:

It is the high density fiberboard which is pressed from the wood fiber

with eco-friendly and non toxic glue. The HDF board has the white or the

green or black color difference.

When you choose a low quality laminate flooring, the core material often

lower density , and the click of the flooring would be easy to be broken or

the other quality problem is easy to happen. And you would end up with

an uneven and unattractive flooring very soon.

4) .Balance paper:

Without the balance paper, It could cause the board bending when

pressing the wear resistant paper and decorative paper. A balance paper is

required to balance the strength of the two layers. Also, the balance paper

is to prevent moisture goes up from the ground. There is red brown color,

green color, blue color, black color and orange color difference.


